
IS480 CLIENT MEETING MINUTES 7 

 

Date 25/1/2014 Week 37 

Time 10:00 - 14:00 

Venue Sterling Engineering, 21 Kranji Link 

Attendees Darryl LEONG Jun Hun, LIM Ken Khoon, TAN Mei Zhen, TAN Yun Xi, Fiona WOO Yu Mei 

Agenda 
1. Pilot User Testing 

2. Clarify details and changes for implemented modules 

 

Item  Discussion Points 
Follow Up 

Action 

1.  

Claim: 

 Approve/Reject: Spilt by the date submitted  

 Claim Slips: PDF in one page 

 Generate Claimslip: Ok to combine the total amount for claim for the same person 
Claim history: Show all claims. Ok to show in the combine amount. Show rejected, 
as long as reject must show. No need put the name, put the role better. Person, 
who submits claim needs to know claim is rejected and reason, no need show 
person.  

 View claim status: Show the rejected comments and approved by HR comment. Show 
if rejected, who reject 

 

 

Edit module 

accordingly 

2.  

Remuneration: 

 Alphabetical  

 Remain the TS (never name the same project twice) 

 Costing – PDF, Web or CSV because Angeline needs to put into excel (If do on the web 
and requires a lot of scrolling, it is ok for Marc). The output is not Marc’s concern. 
Marc just want it to be displayed out in the system 

 

 Drivers (lorry) 
o pay generated TWICE a month 
o End month for basic: OT is done but only BASIC payment is done.  
o Middle of the month for OT: disburse OT.  
o Input is once every month but disbursement is TWICE per month. 
o Payslip for OT?  

 Time off don’t deduct. Deduct with basic pay. Nothing to do with OT. Calculation on 
excel sheet. One is for table.  

 System must be based on monthly salary.  

 CPF will be derived on how much the person is receiving. 

 End of month. Same timing as white collared.  

 Middle of the month: any time after day 15 

Edit module 

accordingly 

3.  

Training & Development: 

 When line manager propose a course, is he proposing a NEW course that the company 
has never send an employee for it before or is propose an already EXISTING course 
that company has been sending employees for it? 

 
Ans: He can be proposing a new or existing course.  
 

 When line manager nominated an employee for training and he/she know that this is 
definitely going to be an internal training, should he/she be able to enter those 
training information(venue, trainer, date & time) before sending to HR for approval? 

Edit module 

accordingly 



Or let the HR decide whether it is internal/ external training first? 
 

Ans: He will not know if it is an internal or external training so there is no way the 
line manager is able to enter those training information. HR will be the one 
deciding whether it is internal or external.  
 

 What if it is an internal training and there is some cost/fees involve, does it requires 
Managing Director approval? Or these cost/fees can submit it thru claim? 

 
Ans: There will definitely be no costs involved for internal training.  
 

 Should the system be able to nominate multiple employee for training at once or 1-by-
1 ? 

 
Ans: No. Should nominate one by one 

4.  

Administration: 

 Add a new function handle the project name  

 Must have a remove button to remove the records 

 The amount given to the employee is it shared between the different given allowance 
type (Telecom and Transport = $150) or different amount for each allowance type 
(Telecom = $50 and Transport = $100)? 
 
Ans: Not a need to. It can be one lump sum 

Edit module 

accordingly 

5.  

Performance Management & Appraisal: 

 When employer joins (e.g. Jan).Ideally, scheduled increment in Dec so next year can 
receive increment.  

 Can MD reject? Yes. Put 0 for appraisal. 

 What if MD doesn’t approve increment in time? We cannot do anything but only 
prompt and send email. Keep prompting. Send email to MD.  

 Appraisal is at stake! 
 

Bonus: 

 Table is needed. 

 Criteria of employee to receive bonus? 1 year service.  

 2 principles for criteria: companies’ performance + individual appraisal (Full time, 

permanent) + 1 year service. 

 No Contract offered. If do, it’s always tempt. 

 Not appraised  no individual bonus measure.  

 Appraisal MUST be completed before bonus. If no appraisal, no bonus.  

 Human factor: HR to push to appraise. 

 HR SHOULD have access the appraisal status whether done or not done. It’s okay for 

HR to view the appraisal.  

 HR don’t do forecasting (e.g next few months how much).  

 When bonus is implemented this month, next month will implement payslip.  

 Bonus implemented not by date but by month. Next payment period that is by month. 

Usually is next month.  not hard and fast rule.  

 Can put 0 for bonus.  

 Variable Wage Scheme (VWS).  

 Assume equal amount.  

 Workers not eligible for bonus because they earn a lot. They have other unrecorded 

small benefits.  

Edit module 

accordingly 



 MOM regulation: all employees have a copy of the payslip.  

 Amount calculated MUST be editable.  

 Bonus amount all calculated. Earnings can be adjusted. Edit the BASE amount, not 

individual amount.  

 BONUS: Matrix to calculate the earnings. From the matrix, calculate the amount 

distribute.  

When to give matrix? Hunt her down to talk to her again. 

6.  

Header UI: 

 Make nicer. Company name in Times New Roman font. “STERLING PORTAL”. All caps. 

 Other text can be other font. 

 iPad: Safari (default) 

 Computer: Internet Explorer (Version 11)  Put in Manual. 

Edit module 

accordingly 

7.  

User Manual Guide: 

 Split up to functionalities.  

 Admin just read the admin session. 

 Download manual: split it to users. (administrator, line manager…etc) 

Edit module 

accordingly 

8.  

Leave: 

 Record medical leave (record within the year).  

 year and previous year. 

 Cannot apply MC for next year. 

 If not, apply annual leave. 

Edit module 

accordingly 

9.  

X-Factor: 

 Show the whole chunk out. 

 Filter first then show? 

 Filter criteria then show? 

 Purge the data after 7 years. If move to 8th year, year 1 will be purged 

Edit module 

accordingly 

10.  

Others: 

 Leave & Claim no need to purge 7 years. Keep record for at least 7 years.  

 Increment/payslip: 7 years. IRAS recommendation 

 Past data: view past 12 months only.  

 Concern: accidental deletion.  

 Leave all data there so no need to delete any data.  

 Claims: Filter project name (give them a dropdown), person’s name and remuneration. 

Project name must put “Others”. 

 Filter 

o 1. Filter person 

o 2. Filter types of expenses. 

o 3. Filter to particular project name (if possible) 

 Data! 

 Tell him the remuneration function put as “Good to have functions” 

 The user testing (3 Feb) 

Edit module 

accordingly 



Summary of tasks to complete: 

 

Next Team Meeting Next Client Meeting 

27 Jan 2014 3 Feb 2014 

 

The meeting was adjourned at  1400  hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 

Prepared by, 

Mei Zhen 

Vetted and edited by,  

Fiona 

 Browser Priority 

o IE 

o Safari 

o Chrome 

o Firefox (No priority) 

S/N  Task description: Participants Involved: Due Date 

1.  
Email Marc to remind him to send data and calculations 

 

Yun Xi 27 Jan 2014 


